Accommodations

Restaurants

New Lodge

Experience the Local Flavors of

By the window of your New Lodge guestroom,

Yatsugatake with Your Five Senses

you can enjoy a panoramic view of the forest

Situated at the foot of Mt. Yatsugatake with
breathtaking views of Mt. Fuji, Seisen-Ryo is
the perfect place for a relaxing stay with
friends or family, a productive business

and the Kawamata Valley. Attached to the

Healthy and delicious dishes are served in

hot spring facility, the New Lodge has a total

Seisen-Ryo’s

of 20 guestrooms in three different styles: our

Building and the New Lodge. Our colorful and

Japanese style room, Western style room with

cheerful dishes attract everyone, even the

fireplace, and a two story Maisonette.

pickiest of eaters. For breakfast, we offer

Take a dip in our hot springs after a long day
enjoying

our

famous

soft

cream

and

exploring KEEP’s many shops and dairy farm.

3545 Kiyosato
Takane-cho, Hokuto-shi,

Telephone: +81 0551-48-2111
Toll Free Number: +81 0120-88-2099
Fax Number: +81 0551-48-2099
Website: http://www.seisenryo.jp/en

homemade bread, as well as Japanese style
dishes for those who love rice and miso soup

atmosphere of the wooden interior in the

in the morning. Dinner is an enjoyable

Original Building. It promises a simple, cozy

experience, making the most of local flavors

and relaxing stay. The Original Building, with its

by purchasing local, seasonal products from

35 rooms, has always been a favorite to many

nearby farmers, promising our guests safer

who prefer a charming, at-home feel to their

and environmentally friendly meals. End your

stay.

meal by savoring our homemade sweets,
especially the desserts made from Jersey milk

Cottages

from our dairy farm.

In the forest, just a short walk from the Original
Building,

Cottages.

Make a reservation for breakfast and/or

Guests will experience a relaxing time in their

are

Seisen-Ryo’s

14

dinner before you arrive or when you

private cottage as they enjoy a fireplace or

check-in, whichever suits your needs. Ask our

wooden stove in their own living room.

staff about meal times and we will be happy

Perfect for larger families or small groups.

to assist you.

Hot Springs

New Lodge

Our hot spring facility located in the New

Size: 250m²/2690ft²
Capacity: 270 people in theater seating
150 people in classroom seating

Original Building
Original Building Hall
Size: 143m²/1507ft²
Capacity: 200 people in theater seating
100 people in classroom seating

“Seisen no Yu”, a free flowing hot spring

Access


By Train

From Shinjyuku Station- Take the JR

Lodge features a source rich in sodium and

Chuo Line towards Matsumoto to

magnesium carbonated water. It is a low

Kobuchizawa Station and transfer to

osmosis, weak alkalinity, high temperature

the JR Koumi Line to Kiyosato Station.

spring. It is considered one of the best in

Travel Time: about 2 1/2 hours

Japan for its temperature, quantity, and



From Nagoya Station- Take the JR

quality, which eases your mind and body,

Shinano Line towards Nagano to Shioriji

freeing you from your daily pressures, or

Station, transfer to the JR Chuo Line to

providing a refreshing pause after enjoying a

Kobuchizawa Station, transfer to the JR

walk in the woods.

Koumi Line to Kiyosato Station.
Travel Time: about 4 hours

St. Andrew’s Hall



Shops & Facilities

Size: 78m²/839ft²
Capacity: 60 people in theater seating

Hunter Hall



Size: 67m²/721ft²

Seisen-Ryo Select Shop


Capacity: 60 people in theater seating

KEEP Farm Shop


30 people in classroom seating



There are breakout rooms adjacent to Hunter

By Car

Highway to the Sutama I.C. Continue

Seisen-Ryo Bakery

on Route 141 to Kiyosato.
Travel Time: about 2 1/2 hours


From Nagoya Komaki Junction- Take

Yamane Museum

the Chuo Express Highway to the
Kobuchizawa I.C. Continue on Route

Multipurpose & American Football fields


From Shinjyuku- Take the Chuo Express

Yatsugatake Nature Center







Jersey Hut

Japan American Football Hall of Fame

Additional AV Equipment is Available with

call ahead to make a reservation.

Paul Rusch Memorial Museum &



Hall with capacities of 15-20 people each.

place on the Seisen-Ryo Shuttle, please

Original Building Gift Shop



Seisen-Ryo is about a mile and a half
from Kiyosato Station. If you require a

New Lodge Gift Shop



30 people in classroom seating

Meeting Space Rental.

Original

Guests can experience the classic and warm

Meeting Space
Conference Hall

the

Original Building

Yamanashi-ken 407-0301
Japan

in

western dishes like bacon and eggs and

seminar, a fun school trip or to recharge after
participating in our many nature programs.

restaurants

Numerous nature hiking trails

11 to Kiyosato.
Travel Time: about 3 hours

